
TRIMMERS 
FROM ONLY 
$194*

PRESSURE 
WASHERS 
FROM 
$199* 

*Refers to model 122C. See page 2 for details

TRACTORS
FROM $3,699*

*Refers to model TS138. See page 12 for details.*Refers to model PW125. See page 18 for details

SPRING/SUMMER 2018

SEE BACK PAGE FOR DETAILS!

1 OF 3 $3,500 
HUSQVARNA GIFT CARDS 

WIN!

Don’t wait any longer, you could get the Husqvarna you want today with NO INTEREST for 1000 DAYS^. 
Available instore only until 31/12/18. Minimum spend $3,999 and over.
^Lending criteria, fees, $50 annual account fee, $55 establishment fee or $35 advance fee. T&C’s apply.  See page 11 for full details.

1000 DAYS INTEREST FREE 
^
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TRIMMING PRICES,  
NOT QUALITY!

Make tough jobs easy. A robust curved shaft trimmer that 
combines high power with a focus on ease of use. 

27.6cc 4.5kg0.85kW

$294
was $349 SAVE $55

TRIMFORCE™ TRIMMER LINE 

Commercial grade co-polymer 
pentagon-shaped line with great cutting 
performance, reduced breakage and 
welding. Fits all standard trimmer heads. 

FROM $6.95*

*2.0mm x 50’ Teardrop (15m)

ALLOY TRIMMER HEAD

Robust and reliable trimmer head 
designed for an optimal line locking. 
Suits any Husqvarna trimmer line,               
with quick and easy loading.

FROM $20.95  

TWO-STROKE OIL, LS+
Semi-synthetic low smoke oil for a 
cleaner engine, perfect lubrication and 
excellent seizure protection. Suitable 
for all Husqvarna 2-stroke models.
FROM $23.95*

*1Ltr bottle

Trim like a professional. This grass trimmer delivers superb performance, 
ease of use and high durability. Built for larger home gardens.

22.5cc 4.2kg0.75kW

$449
was $499 SAVE $50

Professional, durable grass trimmer with intuitive controls like Smart Start®, 
delivering faster starting efficiency and ease of use.

$499
was $599 SAVE $100

For full time use. Delivering high power, with lower fuel consumption and 
reduced emissions.

$629
25.4cc 4.7kg1.0kW was $729 SAVE $100

Multi-purpose tool for homeowners with a powerful, yet easy to start 
engine and intuitive controls. Supplied standard with the trimmer 
attachment, this machine can be easily equipped with a number 
of optional attachments: edger, pole saw, cultivator, hedge trimmer, 
blower, bristle brush, sweeper and dethatcher.

Wide range of optional attachments.                       

FROM $315*

*Refers to Blower. See in-store for details.

Versatile, powerful brushcutter with intuitive 
controls. Complete with trimmer head, grass 
blade and double-harness.

Professional brushcutter built for tough 
trimming applications. Easy to use, maintain 
and service.

Powerful and manoeuvrable brushcutter for 
tough conditions. Features Balance X® harness 
and LowVib®.

Also available, 524R Brushcutter $999 Also available, 545RXT  $1,649 / 555X $2,399 Bruschutters

Professional combi trimmer with 4-stroke 
engine and detachable shaft for maximum 
versatility on the job.

High-powered, heavy duty professional combi 
trimmer with reliable X-Torq® engine.

High performance, professional combi 
trimmer delivers high power and lower fuel 
consumption. 

ACCESSORIES

NEW

NEW

STARTING 
FROM

$194*
*122C

322LL129CH

525LSTP522LP

122CH
Trimming lawn edges is simple with this easy starting grass trimmer 
featuring low weight and low noise. 

21.7cc 4.4kg0.6kW

$469
was $529 SAVE $60

$749
was $849 SAVE $100

$1,239
was $1,339 SAVE $100

NEW

129RH 525RSP 535RXTP

COMBI TRIMMER 129LKH $399
was $429 SAVE $30

525RJDP 524LKP 535LKP

$749
was $849 SAVE $100

$999

COMBI 
TRIMMER!

COMBI 
TRIMMER!

$699
was $799 SAVE $100

22.5cc 4.2kg0.75kW

27.6cc 5.4kg0.85kW 25.4cc 5.0kg1.0kW 34.6cc 6.7kg1.6kW

25.4cc 4.9kg1.0kW 25.0cc 5.4kg0.8kW 34.6cc 5.8kg1.5kW

27.6cc 4.67kg0.85kW

NEW
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Powerful, well balanced hand-held blower.            
The special fan and housing design provides 
high blowing capacity,

Lightweight backpack blower in a class of its 
own. Combines easy operation, great balance 
and impressive performance.

High performance backpack blower          
designed to move high volumes of debris over 
large areas.

25.4cc 4.3kg86 m/s 29.5cc 6.7kg75 m/s 65.6cc 11.1kg91 m/s

Well-balanced and easy to use. 
Perfect for use around the home.   

28.0cc 4.26kg76 m/s

Low weight, high power and easy to use. Ideal for a                                  
quick clean up around the house.                     

28.0cc 4.35kg76 m/s

PROTECTIVE BOOTS - TECHNICAL 
Comfortable, durable, waterproof 
boots with composite toe cap 
and oil resistant Gravity® sole.                           
FROM $306.95

‘X’ SERIES PROTECTIVE GLASSES 
Adjustable frames and scratch 
resistant lenses that can be angled. 
Available in Clear, Grey and Yellow 
tint.    FROM $19.50 

GLOVES - CLASSIC LIGHT 
Comfortable and slim fit, with a durable 
leather palm for demanding jobs.                                                                        
FROM $22.95 

GARDEN EARMUFF
Comfortable hearing protection              
with an extra wide headband for a 
secure fit.                                                                        
FROM $43.95 

FM RADIO EARMUFFS
Premium hearing protection with               
FM radio and audio input for MP3                   
or communication radio.                                  
FROM $219.95

Prune hedges quickly and easily with this 
lightweight, low noise hedge trimmer.

Low-noise, lightweight hedge trimmer for domestic use. Adjustable rear 
handle and SmartStart®.

21.7cc 0.6kW 4.9kg59cm Bar
Teeth opening 28mm

Well-balanced with a double sided blade and durable gear box to 
withstand intensive use.

Long reach hedge trimmer with 
low weight and good ergonomics, 
designed for frequent use.                      
Up to 4m reach, including height 
of user.

23.6cc 0.85kW 5.8kg60cm Bar
Teeth opening 28mm

25.4cc 1.0kW 6.4kg55cm Bar
Teeth opening 29mm

HEDGE TRIMMERS

was $549 SAVE $120

$299
was $339 SAVE $40

$399
was $439 SAVE $40

$599
was $649 SAVE $50

$799
was $869 SAVE $70

$1,349
was $1,449 SAVE $100

$529
was $599 SAVE $70

$949
was $1,049 SAVE $100

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 

325HE4
NOW ONLY

$1,339
SAVE $130!

STARTING 
FROM

$429*
*122HD45

125BVXH125BH

525BXP 530BTP 570BTSP

122HD45H

122HD60H 226HD60SP

325HE4P

CLEAN UP WITH 
HUSQVARNA

SAVE 
UP TO

$100*
*570BTS

21.7cc 0.6kW 4.7kg45cm Bar
Teeth opening 28mm

INCLUDES 
VAC KIT

H   HOMEOWNER
Medium Duty -  
Seasonal or occasional use. 

L   LANDOWNER
Heavy Duty -  
Frequent or demanding use.

P   PROFESSIONAL
Extreme Duty -  
All day, every day use.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT 
MACHINE FOR YOUR NEEDS
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INCLUDES 
GRASS 
BLADE!

Lightweight, professional brushcutter with great ergonomics, 2-way rotation 
trimmer head and 3-tooth grass blade for use in coarser 
grass areas.  

HUSQVARNA BATTERIES
Li-ion 36V batteries equipped with a 
cooling system for lasting power and 
performance. FROM $219 (BLi10)

HUSQVARNA QC80 / QC80F
Standard charger / 12V in-car charger.                                                                         
FROM $149

HUSQVARNA VI600F INVERTER CHARGER
Enables quick charging in the field by 
converting 12V DC from any lead-acid battery 
to 220V AC for your QC500, or QC80 quick 
chargers. FROM $349

HUSQVARNA QC330
Super-fast charging with active cooling of                  
the batteries, 2-LED status indicator and high 
power output. FROM $249

High performance grass trimmer with loop handle and 2-way rotation 
trimmer head.                                                                           
Grass blade available as an accessory.  BLADE 

CAPABLE!

+

 
LITHIUM-ION 

POWER

 
CLEAN 

OPERATION

 
SIMPLE 
STARTS 

 
LOW  

NOISE 

 
LIGHT 

WEIGHT

 
LOW 

VIBRATION

WHY CHOOSE BATTERY?

($249 unit, $219 BLi10 Battery $149 QC80 Charger)

Lightweight and perfectly balanced with a telescopic shaft. 
Makes light work of grass trimming and lawn edges.

Quiet, lightweight and easy to operate hedge trimmer.   
Ideal for cutting small to medium size hedges.

4.25kg
(with battery)

77 dB(A)36V 
Li-ion

$519 incl. Battery & Charger 
($249 unit, $219 BLi10 Battery $149 QC80 Charger)

$519 incl. Battery & Charger 
4.0kg

(with battery)
36V 

Li-ion
45cm Bar  

Teeth opening 25mm

115iL H 115iHD45 H

536LiLXP 536LiRXP

($599 Unit, $299 BLi200 Battery, $249 QC330 Charger)

$1,147  incl. Battery & Charger 

($699 Unit, $299 BLi200 Battery, $249 QC330 Charger)

$1,247  incl. Battery & Charger 

536LiHD60XP 536LiHE3P

($699 Unit, $299 BLi200 Battery, $249 QC330 Charger)

$1,247  incl. Battery & Charger 
($829 Unit, $299 BLi200 Battery, $249 QC330 Charger)

$1,377incl. Battery & Charger 

Highly efficient pole hedge trimmer with 3.5m reach. Remote adjustment 
of cutting head angle and economy savE™  mode. 

Quiet, lightweight, high performance hedge trimmer with a pivoting rear 
handle for easy cutting in all positions. 

536LiPT5 P 536LiBP

($929 Unit, $299 BLi200 Battery, $249 QC330 Charger)

$1,477  incl. Battery & Charger 
($599 Unit, $299 BLi200 Battery, $249 QC330 Charger)

$1,147 incl. Battery & Charger 

This light, powerful blower is well balanced, for high comfort on long shifts, 
with low noise levels, cruise throttle and boost power mode.                                 
Blower Model 536LiBX also available. 

A robust pole saw with telescopic shaft for maximum reach.  Lightweight and 
high performing with extremely low vibrations and no direct emissions.                 
Pole Saw Models 536LiP4 and 536LiPX also available. 
 

BATTERIES AND CHARGERS

With the Husqvarna battery series, you can work without having to worry about fumes, noise                         
or refuelling. Every product in the range is easy to use, lightweight and designed for comfort and 
productivity. Simply switch the same battery between your grass trimmer, leaf blower, chainsaw and 
hedge trimmer and just keep on working. 

ONE BATTERY 
SYSTEM POWERS 
THEM ALL

BUY AS 
A KIT AND 

SAVE!

BUY AS 
A KIT AND 

SAVE!

36V Li-ion 76.1 dB(A) 4.3kg
(with battery)

36V Li-ion 76.1 dB(A) 5.1kg
(with battery)

6.3kg
(with battery)

36V 
Li-ion

10” Bar
5.5m Reach

5.1kg
(with battery)

36V 
Li-ion

60cm Bar  
Teeth opening 30mm

5.45kg
(with battery)

36V 
Li-ion

55cm Bar  
Teeth opening 32mm

49 m/s 3.7kg
(with battery)

36V 
Li-ion

H   HOMEOWNER
Medium Duty -  
Seasonal or occasional use. 

L   LANDOWNER
Heavy Duty -  
Frequent or demanding use.

P   PROFESSIONAL
Extreme Duty -  
All day, every day use.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT 
MACHINE FOR YOUR NEEDS

FOR DETAILS ON HOW TO WIN WITH HUSQVARNA  SEE BACK PAGE 
WITH HUSQVARNA
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THE NEXT 
LEGENDARY 
HUSQVARNA 
IS HERE!

$549

Lightweight, efficient and easy starting for lighter cutting tasks, firewood 
and property maintenance.

16” Bar
3/8” LP Chain

4.7kg38.2cc

Easy to start and operate with a lightweight design, making it the ideal saw 
for pruning and cutting firewood.

14” Bar
3/8” LP Chain

4.7kg38.2cc

COMBI CAN 
Designed to achieve an optimised fuel and 
chain oil ratio, and quick refuelling without 
splashing and waste. FROM $72.95

SAW CHAIN OIL, BIO ADVANCED                        
Vegetable chain oil with superior lubrication 
performance and excellent anti-oxidation to 
protect the bar and chain. FROM $15.95

236EH 240EH

Second generation, lightweight and efficient all-round saw, ideal for those 
looking for a chainsaw that is exceptionally easy to start and manoeuvre. 

Low on fuel consumption, emissions and vibrations, yet big on power and 
performance.

135EH 435E IIL

$79916” Bar
3/8” LP Chain

4.6kg40.9cc 16” Bar
.325” Pixel Chain

4.4kg40.9cc

$719

$2,199

$649

Excellent all-round saw that combines performance with fuel efficiency.  
Ideal for cutting firewood and general maintenance on the land.

445E IIL

$1,01918” Bar
.325” Pixel Chain

5.1kg45.7cc

New generation saw with outstanding cutting performance, state-of-the-
art air filtration, superior ergonomics and easy operation for the toughest 
of jobs.

565ATL

$1,62920” Bar
3/8 Chain

6.5kg70.6cc

Best-in-class cutting capacity for peak 
performance even under heavy loads.

New state-of-the-art filtration system for 
longer and better filtration. 

New C85 X-Cut® saw chain for 
superior cutting capacity.

10 times quicker air/fuel mix 
adjustment with AutoTune™.

Outstanding power to 
weight ratio. 

Excellent cooling capacity for                                   
a longer engine life.

572XPP

ACCESSORIES

THE 
NEW 
572XP®

PROVEN ENDURANCE FOR HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY.
We understand that your tools and your skills are what makes you a living. 
So we built the new generation of Husqvarna chainsaws to endure the most 
demanding tasks and environments. Our new platform enables faster work 
and higher earnings, thanks to extreme acceleration and high power over a 
broad RPM range. But we also know that comfort matters – so even with all 
that power, they’re still slimmer and lighter than you might expect.
 

WATCH HOW TO WORK SMARTER NOT HARDER AT HUSQVARNA.COM
NEW

BARS & CHAINS 
Husqvarna offers a wide range of bar and chains 
for different needs.  Find more information online 
and instore.  FROM $40.00

SHARPFORCE® FILE GUIDES
New! SharpForce® file guides sharpens cutter 
teeth and depth guages at the same time.
FROM $55.95

20” Bar
3/8” Chain

6.6kg70.6cc

Complete with 20” Bar & Chain

Also Available: 

Model Description RRP

440E II 40.9cc - 16” - 4.4kg $899

450E II 50.2cc - 20” - 5.1kg $1,249

455R-AT 55.5cc - 20” - 5.9kg $1,349

460 60.3cc - 20” - 5.8kg $1,399

550XP 50.1cc - 18” - 4.9kg $1,669

562XP 59.8cc - 20” - 6.1kg $1,879

390XP 88.0cc - 24” - 7.3kg $2,399

395XP 93.6cc - 24” - 7.9kg $2,499

Also Available: 

3120XP 118.8cc - 28” - 10.4kg $3,149

Top Handle Chainsaws

T435 35.2cc - 12” - 3.4kg $939

T540XP II 37.7cc - 12” - 3.9kg $1,599

Pole Saw

525PT5S 25.4cc - 10” - 3.97m reach - 7kg     SAVE $150! $1,599

Battery Chainsaws 

120i 36V - 12” - 3/8LP -4.15kg (weight with battery) KIT $699

536LiXP 36V - 14” - 3/8LP -3.9kg (weight with battery) KIT $1247

T536LiXP 36V - 12” - 3/8LP -3.7kg (weight with battery) KIT $1,247 

H   HOMEOWNER
Medium Duty -  
Seasonal or occasional use. 

L   LANDOWNER
Heavy Duty -  
Frequent or demanding use.

P   PROFESSIONAL
Extreme Duty -  
All day, every day use.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT 
MACHINE FOR YOUR NEEDS

NEW

NEW

GREAT 
DEAL!

$329
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H  LC18
Robust and easy to use with four cutting blades that 
deliver a superior cut and finish to your lawn.

  EFFICIENT CUTTING Combination 
of cutting deck design and four 
swing back blades ensures a 
smooth and efficient cut.

  ROBUST DESIGN Heavy cutting 
deck with steel cutting height 
segment. U shaped lower handle 
support and dual ball bearing 
wheels ensures durability in even 
the toughest conditions.

  COMFORT HANDLES Upturned 
handles provide optimal hand and 
arm position while cutting plus 
comfort grips help reduce vibration 
and fatigue.

Cutting height
16-80mm,

8 steps

Briggs & 
Stratton 

OHV - 140cc

Collector 
capacity 
44 litres

Cutting width
46cm

Easy to start with a durable alloy cutting deck 
that delivers high performance cutting and 
collection results.

Self-propelled, single-speed petrol lawn mower 
with rear-wheel drive and efficient cutting deck 
for easy lawn  maintenance.

Cutting height
16-80mm,

10 steps

Briggs & Stratton 
DOV 161cc

Collector 
capacity 
44 litres

Cutting width
48cm

Cutting height
15-75mm,

8 steps

Briggs & Stratton 
DOV 161cc

Collector 
capacity                   
44 litres

Cutting width
48cm

LC19AL LC19SPL
Professional mower ideal for contractors. 
High performance alloy deck and excellent 
collection results.

Professional mower with side adjustable handlebar for flexibility and 
durable mulching cutting deck.

Designed for professional use in larger areas. Side adjustable handlebar 
for optimal flexibility and durable mulching cutting deck.

LC19APP

LB548SEP LB553SEP

Cutting height
16-80mm,

10 steps

Briggs & Stratton 
DOV I/C 161cc

Collector 
capacity 
44 litres

Cutting width
48cm

Cutting height
30-60mm,

6 steps

Honda 
OHC 160cc

Cutting width
48cm

($799 Unit, $269 BLi20 Battery, $149 QC80 Charger)

Collector capacity 
50 litres

Cutting width 
41cm

36V 
Li-ion

20kg
(with battery)

Convenient push-button start mower. No need for fuel or cords.                  
Efficient and compact cutting deck.  Optional Mulching Kit available.

Self-propelled, easy to use mower with dual battery slots for use with one 
or two batteries. Bluetooth connectivity.  Available late September 2018.

LC141Li BATTERYH LC347VLi BATTERYH

$799
was $829 SAVE $30

$899
was $949 SAVE $50

$939
was $969 SAVE $30

$1,499
was $1,599 SAVE $100

$1,699
was $1,849 SAVE $150

Collector capacity 
55 litres

Cutting width 
47cm

36V 
Li-ion

26kg
(with battery)

$1,217 incl. Battery & Charger 

ADVANCED 
CUTTING, 

EFFECTIVE 
HANDLING

BUY AS 
A KIT AND 

SAVE!

Cutting height
30-60mm,

5 steps

Honda 
OHC 160cc

Cutting width
53cm

NEW

SELF 
PROPELLED

Don’t wait any longer, you could get the Husqvarna you want today with NO INTEREST for 1000 DAYS^.  Available 
instore only until 31/12/18. Minimum spend $3,999 and over. Lending criteria, fees, terms and conditions apply-please see below.

1000 DAYS 
INTEREST FREE ^

FINANCE TERMS & CONDITIONS:
^Finance Terms: 1000 days interest free is available on Flexi Payment Plans for instore purchases $3,999 and over. Offer ends 31/12/2018. Annual Account 
Fee of $50 applies. New Cardholder fees - $55 Establishment. Existing Cardholder fee - $35 Advance. Minimum payments of 3% of the monthly closing 
balance or $10 (whichever is greater) are required throughout interest free period. Paying only the minimum monthly payments will not fully repay the loan 
before the end of the interest free period. Standard Interest Rate, currently 25.99% p.a. applies to any outstanding balance at end of interest free period. 
Lending criteria, fees, terms and conditions apply. Rate and fees correct as at date of publication, subject to change. Mastercard is a registered trademark 
and the circles design is a trademark of Mastercard International Incorporated.

$969  incl. Battery & Charger 

PLUS
was $649 SAVE $50

STARTING 
FROM

$599*
*LC18

was $999 SAVE $30
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With high quality performance and easy operation, Husqvarna lawn 
tractors bring versatility and performance to your outdoor work. A wide 
range of attachments and a built-in choice of cutting methods allow you 
to decide which combination best suits your garden. Ideal for efficient 
lawn care and various tasks around your house and land.

SMALL EFFORT, 
BIG RESULTS!

EXTEND YOUR WARRANTY
WITH GENUINE HUSQVARNA OIL!

Husqvarna aims to provide you with total satisfaction with product performance, reliability and safety.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
With this in mind, Husqvarna offers a 5 year Domestic Warranty* period when you buy genuine Husqvarna oil with your new Husqvarna products. *Terms and Conditions apply.

For those with bigger blocks looking for more power. Pedal-operated 
transmission, cruise control and automatic diff lock for superior traction.

Kawasaki FR 
Series™ V-Twin

Cutting width
42”

18.0hp

$4,999
was $5,299 SAVE $300

Premium mid-range lawn tractor with high performance engine, automatic 
diff lock, and side ejection cutting deck, delivering top class results.

$5,599
was $5,799 SAVE $200

High capacity tractor with ClearCut™ fabricated 
cutting deck, for superior cut quality, and 
automatic diff lock for superior traction. 

Powerful tractor delivering top class 
performance and cut quality with ClearCut™ 
fabricated deck and automatic diff lock for 
superior traction.

$6,599
was $6,999 SAVE $400

Kawasaki FR 
Series V-Twin

Cutting width
42”

21.5hp Kawasaki FR 
Series V-Twin

Cutting width
48”

23.0hp

$6,999
was $7,499 SAVE $500

$7,999
was $8,399 SAVE $400

Premium tractor with unbeatable capabilities. 
ClearCut™ fabricated deck, heavy-duty ground 
engaging transmission with electric diff lock, 
superior comfort and bluetooth connectivity. 

Kawasaki FR 
Series™ V-Twin

Cutting width
54”

24.0hp

NEW

$4,799
was $4,999 SAVE $200

$5,999
was $6,299 SAVE $300

$6,999
was $7,299 SAVE $300

Easy to operate, compact lawn tractor with 
200L integrated rear collector. 

Husqvarna 
Endurance Series™

Intek

Cutting width
30”

17.5hp

Premium mid-range lawn tractor with 220L 
integrated rear collector, and powerful                
V-twin engine. 

Kawasaki FR 
Series V-Twin

Cutting width
38”

18.0hp

Powerful, premium lawn tractor with 320L 
integrated rear collector, and fast transmission.

Kawasaki FR 
Series™ V-Twin

Cutting width
42”

21.5hp

H  TS138 LAWN TRACTOR
User-friendly lawn tractor with foot-pedal 

operation, side ejection cutting deck and powerful                         
engine to tackle smaller blocks.

$3,699
was $3,999 SAVE $300

Husqvarna Series™

Intek Engine
Cutting width

38”
17.5hp

COMBI CART
Use as either a wheelbar-
row or tow behind trailer.
FROM $439 

LOADING RAMPS
Made of sea water resistant aluminium with slip 
resistant surface. Suited for use on trailers with 
a height up to 700 mm, and for a maximum  
total load of 450 kg/pair. FROM $500

FUEL CAN - 15 LITRES 
The three uniquely placed, 
ergonomic grips and the 
special spout design allows 
you to easily lift and carry 
the can, plus quickly refuel 
without any splash effects 
and waste. FROM $62.95 

BATTERY CHARGER BC 0.8
Charges all 12 V lead-acid batteries from 
1.2–32 Ah and is suitable for maintenance 
charging up to 100 Ah.  FROM $139

ACCESSORIES

TS246HTS242H

Kawasaki FR 
Series™ V-Twin

Cutting width
46”

21.5hp

TS342L TS348L TS354XDL

TC130H TC238H TC342L

Collector capacity 
220 litres               

Collector capacity 
320 litres               

Collector capacity 
200 litres               

Don’t wait any longer, you could get the Husqvarna you want today with NO INTEREST for 1000 DAYS^. Available instore only until 31/12/18. Minimum spend $3,999 and over.
^Lending criteria, fees, $50 annual account fee, $55 establishment fee or $35 advance fee. T&C’s apply.  See page 11 for full details.

1000 DAYS 
INTEREST FREE 

^
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With its wide cutting deck, high cutting speed and the ability to turn on 
its own axis, a Husqvarna ZTR® Zero-Turn Mower will bring professional 
results effectively, quickly and easily. The rugged chassis and ergonomic 
controls put mow anywhere performance at your fingertips.

H   Z246 
Easy to operate with turn-on-a dime 
manoeuvrability and excellent 
cutting performance 
to make short                                       
work of tall grass.

ZERO TURNS,                 
LIMITLESS CUTS!

Kawasaki
FR Series
V-Twin

18.0hp Cutting width
46”

Productivity
2.4 acres/hr

Easy to start, simple operation and proven performance. The ClearCut™ 
fabricated cutting deck provides unsurpassed cutting results for a lawn to 
be proud of.

Z242E H

Kawasaki
FR Series
V-Twin

21.5hp Cutting width
42”

Productivity
2.2 acres/hr

Cut like a professional with true zero turn performance and heavy-duty 
ClearCut™ fabricated deck for landowners with open lawn areas.

Kawasaki
FR Series
V-Twin

21.5hp Cutting width
42”

Productivity
2.2 acres/hr

$6,399
was $6,599 

SAVE $200

ZTR® Zero Turn Models also available:

Model: Description: Spring Offer

MZT61 Kawasaki FS Series V-Twin, 23.0hp, 61” Fabricated Deck, 4.9 acres/hr $12,999

Z554 NEW! Kawasaki FX Series V-Twin, 24.5 hp, 54” Fabricated Deck, 4.0 - 4.4 acres/hr $15,999

ZTR® Zero Turn Models also available:

Model: Description: Spring Offer

Z560X Kawasaki FX Series V-Twin, 31.0hp, 60” Fabricated Deck, 5.3-5.8 acres/hr $19,999

Z572X Kawasaki FX Series V-Twin, 31.0hp 72” Fabricated Deck, 5.8-7.0 acres/hr $20,899

$5,799
was $5,999  SAVE $200

High performance mower with a  ClearCut™ fabricated cutting deck 
specifically designed for durability, performance and an even cut.

Z248FL
Built to withstand tough conditions with a rock-solid frame, powerful 
engine and high performance  ClearCut™ fabricated deck, you can cut like 
a pro at home. 

Z254FL

$7,499
was $8,199 

SAVE $700

Kawasaki
FR Series
V-Twin

23.0hp Cutting width
48”

Productivity
2.5 acres/hr

Kawasaki
FR Series
V-Twin

24.0hp Cutting width
54”

Productivity
2.8 acres/hr

With a compact size, ClearCut™ fabricated deck and high performance,  
the MZ48 is a dependable partner for landowners and professionals. 

With a high performance engine, heavy-duty frame and ClearCut™ deck, 
the MZ54 offers professional durability and leading cut quality.

MZ48L MZ54L

Kawasaki
FR Series
V-Twin

23.0hp Cutting width
48”

Productivity
3.3 acres/hr

Kawasaki
FR Series
V-Twin

24.0hp Cutting width
54”

Productivity
3.5 acres/hr

COMPACT STAND-ON SERIES

Z242FL

$6,999
was $7,599 

SAVE $600

$7,999
was $8,699 

SAVE $700

$9,999
was $10,299 

SAVE $300

$10,699
was $10,999 

SAVE $300

NEW
V500 

SERIES

NEW

The new standard in professional mowing has arrived! Delivering 
top-notch manoeuvrablity, efficiency and convenience in a 
compact commercial zero turn package, the V500 series is 
designed to help you cut more grass in less time and delivers a 
superb cut quality. With the choice to stand-on or walk behind, 
thanks to the flip-up standing plate, you can mow your way.

Drive levers

Kawasaki V-twin Twin Engine 

Stabilisation bar

Lightweight deck lift

Smart, compact design

Commercial 
Fabricated deck

Park brake

$14,999

Kawasaki
FX Series
V-Twin

24.5hp Cutting width
48”

Productivity
3.7 acres/hr

Kawasaki
FX Series
V-Twin

24.5hp Cutting width
54”

Productivity
4.1 acres/hr

V554PPP V548P
$15,999

Robust frame with
reinforced joints

Tool-less adjustment 
tracks & deck cover 

removal

Don’t wait any longer, you could get the Husqvarna you want today with NO INTEREST for 1000 DAYS^. Available instore only until 31/12/18. Minimum spend $3,999 and over.
^Lending criteria, fees, $50 annual account fee, $55 establishment fee or $35 advance fee. T&C’s apply.  See page 11 for full details.

1000 DAYS 
INTEREST FREE 

^

NEW
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Briggs & 
Stratton 

Intek 4155

9.6kW @ 
2900 rpm

Cutting width
94cm

Uncut circle
30cm

The Husqvarna R216 combines ease of use and excellent 
handling, with power and performance to deliver exceptional 
cutting results and a truly enjoyable ride.

$7,499

H  R216

$9,898

Easy to use, versatile rider provides smooth operation and efficient 
mowing results.

Kawasaki 
FS Series 
V-Twin

9.6kW @ 
2900 rpm

Cutting width
103cm

Uncut circle
30cm

$13,898

The impressive V-twin engine, power steering, efficient cutting deck and 
all-wheel-drive combine to make this rider unbeatable. 

Kawasaki 
FS Series 
V-Twin

9.6kW @ 
2900 rpm

Cutting width
112cm

Uncut circle
30cm

R316TL R316TSAWDL

With the push of a button 
you can switch from 

collection to mulching on 
the go.

The large collector is 
conveniently emptied with  

a push of this button.

The powerful ACTech™ auger transports the 
clippings without clogging and compacts it 
to fill the collector optimally.

INTRODUCING THE NEW  
HUSQVARNA RIDER COLLECTION SERIES
Now you can achieve a tidy lawn without clippings while enjoying all the pleasures of driving a Husqvarna Rider. The new Rider 
Collection offers great performance, both in terms of excellent manoeuvrability and problem-free collection with superior capacity.

Husqvarna Riders reach places you never thought possible, helping you work in narrow spaces, on 
slopes and across all types of terrain. But you’ll find there’s more to a Husqvarna Rider than just that. 
Our range of machines is specifically designed to offer working solutions for different needs, all while 
delivering a new level of performance.

GO ANYWHERE, 
REACH 
EVERYWHERE

$13,999

Innovative design offering effectiveness, efficiency and 
ease of use.  Anti-clog collection system feeds from the 
front mounted deck to the collector.

$17,399

Tough, versatile rider with innovative anti-clog collection 
system, power steering and AWD.  Intuitive controls, 
excellent ergonomics and huge collection capacity.

Husqvarna 
Endurance  

V-Twin

12.6kW @ 
3100 rpm

Cutting width
103cm

Uncut circle
50cm

Husqvarna 
Endurance   

V-Twin

12.6kW @ 
3100 rpm

Cutting width
112cm

Uncut circle
50cm

incl. 103cm Cutting Deck

NEW NEW

incl. 112cm Cutting Deck

RC318TL RC320TSAWDL

The combination of a powerful auger compressing the grass, and a 
large-volume collector, is the secret behind the superior collecting 
capacity. The Rider Collection can hold twice the grass volume of a 
conventional collecting machine, so you can mow a larger area before 
it’s time to empty collector.

The cutting deck on the Rider Collect has a special design with 
counter-rotating knives that efficiently cuts the grass and throws 
the clippings backwards to the auger. RC318T available with 103cm 
deck and RC310TSAWD with 112cm cutting width.

incl. Cutting Deck

incl. 112cm Cutting Deckincl. 103cm Cutting Deck

Don’t wait any longer, you could get the Husqvarna you want today with NO INTEREST for 1000 DAYS^. Available instore only until 31/12/18. Minimum spend $3,999 and over.
^Lending criteria, fees, $50 annual account fee, $55 establishment fee or $35 advance fee. T&C’s apply.  See page 11 for full details.

1000 DAYS 
INTEREST FREE 

^
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VEHICLE CLEANING KIT
FROM $109

FOAM SPRAYER
FROM $55

CLEANING PRODUCTS 2.5L
FROM $21.95

ROTATING BRUSH KIT
FROM $109

SURFACE CLEANER
FROM $99* *refers to SC300

1500W Max. pressure 
125 bar / 1813psi

Water flow
320-460 Ltr/hr

6.6 kg

All-round, high-pressure machine. Ideal 
for most cleaning tasks around the 
home. Supplied with 8m hose, foam 
sprayer, variable flat jet and rotary 
nozzles.

High performance and robust machine, ideal 
for demanding jobs. Features a Low Force 
grip for easy activation.  Supplied with: 

Top of the range, high performance with 
outstanding durability. Features a brass pump 
and integrated detergent tank. Supplied         
with: 15m hose, variable flat jet and                     
rotary nozzles.

WATER POWER 
WITH PRECISION 
AND EFFICIENCY
Husqvarna water blasters can take on just 
about any space outside where dirt and 
dust has gathered. Add a complete range 
of accessories, and you will always have full 
control over the work. 

Our most compact and lightweight model, ideal for 
easy and convenient cleaning of patios and garden 
equipment. Supplied with: 7m hose, foam sprayer, 
variable flat jet and rotary nozzles.

PW 125H

PW 235RH PW 360H PW 460L

$349
was $429
SAVE $80

$599
was $699
SAVE $100

$899
was $1,099
SAVE $200

ACCESSORIES 

INTRODUCING 
AUTOMOWER® X-LINE

10m hose, foam sprayer, variable            
flat jet and rotary nozzles.

1800W Max. pressure 
135 bar/1958psi

Water flow
350-520 Ltr/hr

10.1 kg 2300W Max. pressure 
160 bar/2321psi

Water flow
420-500 Ltr/hr

18.6 2400W Max. pressure 
160 bar/2321psi

Water flow
470-520 Ltr/hr

28.1

Working area 
up to 1600m²

Cutting capacity 
up to 73m²/h

40%
Max. incline
40% (22º)

NEW
315 X-LINEH

Mows up to 1600m2, handles 
narrow passages and takes 
tough terrain in its stride.

DESIGNED BY THE WORLD 
LEADER IN ROBOTIC MOWING.                                       
Intelligent navigation, mobile interaction and 
premium design make Automower® X-Line the 
number one choice for robotic lawn mowers. 
No matter the size of your lawn, the new X-Line 
series has an option for you. If your lawn has a 
lot of complexity, GPS assisted navigation helps 
deliver a perfectly lush, even finish. Need the 
ability to configure, control or track your mower? 
Automower® Connect does the job via your 
Smartphone. To top it off, the new X-Line design 
and LED headlights mean your mower will look 
as good as your lawn. When it’s time to take your 
garden to the next level, visit HUSQVARNA.COM

AM430XH Working area 
up to 3200m²

Cutting capacity 
up to 133m²/h

45%
Max. incline
45% (24º)

THE ORIGINAL                
ROBOTIC 
MOWER!
For complex gardens with separated lawn areas, narrow passages, bushes and steep slopes. 
Includes GPS-assisted navigation and weather timer.   Automower® Connect compatible.

AM430X

$4,499
WITH FREE 

AM CONNECT
VALUED AT $500

$2,499* $3,499*
Working area 
up to 600m²

Cutting capacity 
up to 43m²/h

25%
Max. incline

25% (14º)

*Prices refer to units only. Installation kits sold separately. Installation cost apply. *Prices refer to units only. Installation kits sold separately. Installation cost apply.

Working area 
up to 1500m²

Cutting capacity 
up to 68m²/h

40%
Max. incline
40% (22º)

AM105H AM315H

$3,799*
*Prices refer to units only. Installation kits sold separately. Installation cost apply.

Working area 
up to 5000m²

Cutting capacity 
up to 210m²/h

45%
Max. incline
45% (24º)

NEW
450 X-LINEL

Top-of-the-line model for 
challenging large lawn areas up 
to 5000m2.

$5,499*
*Prices refer to units only. Installation kits sold separately. Installation cost apply.

STARTING 
FROM

$199*
*PW 125

was $249 SAVE $50



WWW.HUSQVARNA.COM
Important Information: Husqvarna conducts continuous product development and reserves the right to change designs, specifications and equipment levels without prior notice. All technical data was current at the time of printing. All images are for illustrative 
purposes only. All prices include GST and are recommended retail prices only. Prices subject to change without notice. All offers valid 01/09/2018 to 31/12/2018, or while stocks last, at participating Husqvarna Servicing Dealers only.  5 Year Domestic Warranty 
offer is not applicable to robotic and battery products. Terms & conditions apply to all offers, for full details visit www.husqvarna.com

YOUR LOCAL AUTHORISED HUSQVARNA SERVICING DEALER:

 ENTER NOW AT HUSQVARNACOMPETITIONS.CO.NZ
WIN!WITH

HUSQVARNA

*Terms and Conditions apply. For full details visit www.husqvarnacompetitions.co.nz 

OVER 
$10K*

IN PRIZES 

For your chance to win ONE of THREE $3,500 
Husqvarna gift cards, simply tell us how many NEW 
products there are available in this season’s catalogue.

HINT...LOOK FOR THE ORANGE CIRCLES WITH THE WORD NEW!

Don’t wait any longer, you could get the Husqvarna you want today with NO INTEREST for 1000 DAYS^. Available instore only until 31/12/18. Minimum spend $3,999 and over.
^Lending criteria, fees, $50 annual account fee, $55 establishment fee or $35 advance fee. T&C’s apply.  See page 11 for full details.

1000 DAYS 
INTEREST FREE 

^


